Using methods from linear algebra and crossing-sequence arguments it is shown that logarithmic space is necessary for the recognition of all context-free nonregular subsets of {al}* ... {a,}*, where {al, ..., a,} is some alphabet. It then follows that log n is a lower bound on the space complexity for the recognition of any bounded or deterministic non-regular context-free language.
Introduction
Recognition of context-free languages is an important problem in theoretical and practical computer science. For this reason the efficiency of recognition algorithms for context-free languages has been investigated, where time and space requirements are the most important complexity measures. For deterministic recognition algorithms the following upper bounds for space complexity are known:
In general each context-free language is recognizable in O((log n) 2) space. Such an algorithm was given by Lewis, Hartmanis, Stearns [10] . It is an open problem whether each context-free language is recognizable in O(log n) space. It might be very difficult to find such an algorithm, because recent results of Monien [-14 ] and Sudborough [17] then would imply the equality of deterministic and nondeterministic context-sensitive languages; i.e. the LBA-problem would be solved.
Abbreviations and Denotations: N the set of natural numbers; N0=Nw{0}; 77 the set of integers; Q the set of rational numbers; Q+ the set of nonnegative rational numbers; [q, r2] the set {xEQI q<x<r2}; [q,r2) the set {xelI~lq<x<rz}; 6+A the set of all vectors {6+~[~EA} for a given vector 6 and a set of vectors A; M the complement of the set M; w R the reversal of the word we Z*, 
,_~ g(n)
H. Alt
For certain subclasses of the deterministic context-free languages, algorithms with space-complexity O(log n) have been found, e.g. the Dyck-languages (Hotz, Messerschmidt [9] ; Ritchie, Springsteel [15] ) and the parenthesis-languages (Mehlhorn [13] , Lynch [11] ).
On general lower bound on the space complexity for the recognition of nonregular languages is known, namely log log n (Hartmanis, Stearns [10] ). In an example in [10] (cf. also Sect. 4) it is shown that this lower bound is sharp. However, other than this result no general lower bound is known. First results in this direction were found in [2] and generalized in [1] . This paper is an abridged version of [1] . The most important result of [2] is that recognition of nonregular deterministic context-free languages requires at least log n space. This follows from the main theorem, which states that log n is a lower bound on the space complexity for the recognition of all nonregular context-free subsets of {a}* {b}*, where a, b are two different symbols, by which we mean, that there is some c > 0 such that the space complexity exceeds c log n infinitely often.
In this paper that result is generalized, and we will show that the lower bound mentioned above also holds for nonregular context-free subsets of {al}* ... {ak}*, where {al ..... ak} is an alphabet of k elements with arbitrary k~ N.
With this result it can be shown that this lower bound also holds for nonregular bounded languages, defined by Ginsburg (cf. [5] ).
In Sect. 2 we consider the linear and semilinear subsets of N~ mentioned in Parikh's theorem. We will show the following property: A semilinear subset L of N~ has the same elements as some regular set R in an "essential part" of N~, i.e. L\R (recognizable with the same space complexity as L) does not contain a 'grid' (a set of the form {c~ + (k 1 c 1 ..... k, c,) I kl, ..., k,e lNo} for some ~eN~; Cl, ..., c,>0).
In Sect. 3 we will show, that under certain conditions a semitinear set L, which is recognizable in o(logn) space (that is, {a~ ~ ...a~"[(ix ..... i,)aL} is recognizable with o(log n) space), has to contain a grid, and so we have log n as lower bound for the space complexity.
Linear and Semilinear Sets
The main theorem of this paper is a result concerning context-free subsets of {al}* ... {a,}* where {a 1, ..., a,} is an alphabet with n (c N) elements. We identify such a language L with the set
Thus we do not distinguish between subsets of {al}*... {a,}* and the corresponding subsets of IN~, and it is clear then, what we mean by context-free, regular, etc. subsets of 1N~.
First some definitions are given: Parikh's Theorem (cf. [6] ) gives us the connection between context-free subsets of N~ and our definitions above:
Every context-flee subset of N~ is semilinear.
The converse of this result is only true in the case n_-< 2, but the results we show are valid for all semilinear sets. b) The dimension of a linear set L (cone C) denoted by dim(L) (dim(C)), is the maximum number of linearly independent vectors in some set of vectors gener-
ating L( C).
It is easy to show that dim(L) and dim(C) do not depend on the special choice of the set of generating vectors and so are well defined. i.e. if there is some set of vectors which generates both cones.
The following results (Lemmas 1-8) about linear sets and cones are intuitively more or less clear, where as the exact proofs using methods from linear algebra are sometimes nontrivial. The reader, who is not interested in details should make the results clear to himself by the illustrations for the case n--2. 
where j_ -.
with fl~i = i-th component of flj.
Then 7+~2 e C because of (1) and ~G because of (2), i.e.
C c~ G 4= fJ.
For n> 3 it is in general not true that an n-dimensional cone can be generated by n linearly independent vectors, but the following holds: Proof. In the following we use results from analysis. The appearing coefficients will be real numbers in general.
We will show: The next lemma gives us a necessary and sufficient condition for the fact that one cone is subset of a second one. Because of C a c C 2 we have 6c:=~1+c~C 2 for all c~Q+.
Because of Lemma 2, C 2 is a finite union of cones, whose generating vectors are linearly independent subsets of {/~2 ..... /~2}. We will show that to each of these cones there exists a c'eQ+ such that 6c,, is not in this cone for all c">c'.
If c is the maximum of all these numbers assigned to the single cones, we have obviously 6e~ C2 for g > c which is a contradiction to C1 c C2.
Therefore let be 71 .... ,7,e{fl 2 ..... fl~2} linearly independent. We have to show: There is a c'> 0 with Then there exists a n-dimensional cone C' with C' II C, C' c C and 
Analogously there is a c2~ff~ + with ~c e C2 VC~_~C 2 .
Beside this we have 6c=a+ctl~C.
So C c~ C'~ c~ C'2 4:fL 
Lemma 6. Let C1, C2 ~ ~% be cones. Then there exists an n-dimensional cone C with:
Obviously a) and b) are only possible, if dim(C1)=n. 
., L).
First let us assume that at least one of the cones C1, C2 (say C1) has dimension n. We can also assume in this case that ClC~ C2 4= ~ because otherwise C= C1 is a solution to our problem (case b)).
We now distinguish between two cases: 2) There exists a /31 (say /31) which is not in C(0; ~1 ..... L). (This is surely the case if dim C 2 < n).
The idea of the proof is now:
In an "arbitrary small" environment of fll we look for further vectors r C(0; 71, ..., 7s) which generate together with fll an n-dimensional cone C. As corner we choose a suitable point of C1\ C 2.
Illustration for n = 2:
[11 
. ,3,).
So Cm C1\C2 and obviously dim C=n.
In the case that dim Cl<n and dim C2<n take a flr fl~, ..., fig) and construct an n-dimensional cone C' with C' n C1 = ~ in the same way as above.
For C' and C2 now we can find an n-dimensional C with CmC'\C2 as it is proved above. Then
By generalization we get: 
. ilk).
Let I be defined as in Lemma 2. For p={il, ..., i,}eI we set:
We will show
Claim. To every peI there exists an n-dimensional grid Gp with corner a and:
Gp c~ Lp = Gp c~ Cp.
Assume that we have shown this claim.
For pEI and l<i<_n we define The following lemma states that an "essential part" of a linear set is the intersection of a cone with a regular set. 
.,/~k). It follows that C'll C(L), C'c C(L), and every element in C'~ G is reachable from y. This is because every element of C(L)r~G is reachable from ~ and C'~ G = (C(L) c~ G)+(y-7).
Now perhaps not for every 5e C' it is the case that eG(5)~ C', but it is intuitively clear (exact proof in [1] , Lemma 3.8), that we can find a cone Cc C' with CI[ C' and eo(5)e C' for all 6~ C, as illustrated below. /. 
C' ~ ~ C(L,)\ U C(L~)
iEl j~I according to Lemma 7. H. Alt
Since for ieI dim(L,)=n, we can find cones C~ and regular sets R i with the properties of Lemma 9, i.e.
L i c5 C i = R i c~ C i
for all iE I.
Since 
Main Results
In this section we mean by "turingmachine" a deterministic off-line turingmachine with one input-and k worktapes. If S: lNo~lN o is a mapping, then a turingmachine is said to be of space complexity S if for an input of length n the heads on the work tapes do not scan more than S(n) cells. 
Proof We show:
Claim. There exists a ken such that: 7eL~there exists an ie{1, ...,n} with Th (7) ~ k.
Since L is a finite union of non extended linear sets, it suffices to show the claim for such a set T.
Let e be the corner of T. Assume that the claim is wrong; then we can find a ),e T such that ni(y)>ni(e) for all ia{1 ..... n}.
But then ~ +j(y-~) (j~]N)
is a sequence in T showing, according to Definition 3, that T is extended, which is a contradiction. So our claim is right, and we therefore arrive at:
Since L is nonregular at least for one i and c L n ~/-1(c) has to be nonregular. Proof. Let us assume first that L is S(n)-recognizable by a machine M. By a storage state of M, we will understand the following combination:
1. contents of the work-tapes 2. positions of the work-heads 3. state of the finite control.
Let #(n) denote the number of possible storage states for an input of length n. Now for such an input there are only r s~") possible different contents of the work tapes, S(n) k possible positions of the work heads and a finite number s of possible states of the finite control, where r is the cardinality of M's alphabet and k the number of work heads.
It follows then that
# (n) < r s(") S(n) k c,
and since S(n)=o(log n) it is easy to see that Now we will make the following
is also accepted by M for all teN.
To prove this statement we will show the following property: For every subrun mentioned above beginning with storage state z a and ending with storage state z z there will exist a subrun for the inputs w' within the same input-area also beginning with z t and ending with z 2 . The claim follows then by induction on the number of subruns.
The property above is obvious, if we have a subrun within the a;input-area for some j+ 1, because in these areas both inputs do not differ. It remains to show the property for subruns within the aa-area.
3 types of such subruns are possible as diagrammed below:
the subrun begins at one the subrun begins and border and ends at the ends at the same border other The property, we want to show is obvious in cases 2 and 3, since the input head does not read all al's and therefore, for the input w', the machine does not notice that there are more aa's than in case of input w. Now to case 1: We consider the sequence z I =sl, s2, ..., sil=z 2 where s i is the storage state of the machine, when it scans the i-th cell of the a~-area the first time during the considered subrun. Because of (*) the number of possible storage states is less than i 1, so there must be two elements of the sequence above, say s v and sp+q (q>0), which are equal. Let us denote this state by z. If we now increase the number of at's by a multiple of q, the machine, started in state z t at the same border of the al-area as above, will reach state z again and again, and if it reaches z for the last time the distance from the other border of the al-area is the same as in case of input w, when z is reached for the last time. So in both cases the rest of the subrun will be the same. Since for the input w' the number of al's is increased by a multiple of q (q I t it! since q _-< il) the property mentioned above is also valid for the kind of subruns we are considering.
Illustration: is accepted by M and therefore a subset of L. But if we take G to be a subset of ]N~, it is obviously the grid
In the case that L is S(n)-recognizable we apply the same argument to rejecting runs of M. Here we need that M is deterministic. It has to be taken into account that in this case a new type of subrun can appear, namely, that the machine sometime enters an alinput-area, never stops, and never leaves the area again.
In this case the same argument as in case 2 above is applicable.
We now come to the proof of Theorem 1:
Proof (induction over n). For n= 1 the claim of Theorem 1 is obviously true, because every semilinear set is regular. Now let us assume that the claim is correct for subsets of N~-1 (n >2) and not correct for L c IN~, i.e. L is not regular. According to Lemma 10 there exists an n-dimensional cone C and a regular set R with
Lc~C=R~C.
Let us consider the sets
is not regular, L 1 or L 2 has to be nonregular. Both are semilinear since the class of semilinear sets is closed under Boolean operations (cf. [5] ). Since L1 is the intersection of L with a regular set (/~), its recognition also does not require more than S(n) space. Since L z is the union of L with the regular set/~ it has the same property. If we set
we have that L is semilinear and nonregular, L c~ C = g for the n-dimensional cone C above, and L or L is S(n)-recognizable. We now distinguish between two cases:
1. L is extended.
In this case Lemma 12 proves that there exists a grid GeL. But this is not possible because according to Lemma 1 G ~ C 4= ~ and we have a contradiction
2. L is not extended. Since L' is an intersection of L with a regular set, L' or L' is S(n)-recognizable.
We define L" c N~-1 by
It is easy to see, that L" is again semilinear and nonregular. Besides this, one can easily construct a recognizer for L" or L" with space-complexity S(n+c) which is, since S(n)=o(log n), also o(log n). This is a contradiction to our induction hypothesis. Thus Theorem 1 is proved.
Because of Parikh's theorem every context-free subset of N~ (i.e. {al}* ... {a,}*) is semilinear. Theorem 1 therefore implies Corollary. Let Lc{aa}*... {a,}* be context-free and nonregular. Then the recognition of L requires order of log n space infinitely often.
We now consider some special classes of languages. In the following let A be a finite alphabet. Our lower bound is also valid for nonregular bounded and strictly nonregular languages.
Theorem 2. Let L ~ A* be nonregular and bounded. Then the recognition of L requires order of log n space infinitely often.
Proof. Let be wl, ..., w,e A* with L= {wl}* ... {w,}*.
We then define 9 ... '"lw~ 1...w~6L}.
Assume that L is recognizable by a turingmachine M with space-complexity S: N o -o N o . Then one can easily construct a recognizer M' for L' in the following manner.
Its finite control contains the finite control of M as a 'subroutine'. For each a i read, the word w~ (or w~ if the input-head is coming from right) is transmitted to the finite control of M, which also moves the input head. 
S'(l)=S(c l)
where c= max Iwil.
l<_i<_n
It is also easy to verify, that S'(1) =o(log 1). By Corollary 1 we get that L' is regular and that L, being a homomorphic image of L' is regular, which is a contradiction.
Theorem 3 (cf. also [2] ). Let L c A* be strictly nonregular. Then the recognition of L requires order of log n space infinitely often.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. It is easy to show that if L were recognizable with o(log n) space then the same would be true for But this is a contradiction to Corollary 1, since E is context-free and nonregular.
The following fact was shown by Stearns (cf. [16] , cor. 5.3):
Every nonregular deterministic context-free language is strictly nonregular.
Thus, the following holds.
Theorem 4 ([2]
). Let Lc A* be nonregular and deterministic context-free. Then the recognition of L requires order of log n space infinitely often.
Theorems 3 and 4 only use the case n= 2 of cor. 1 and were already shown in [2] .
Final Remarks
The proof of Lemma 12 is also applicable to nondeterministic machines, if we demand that L be recognizable with o(log n) space. For the proof of Theorem 1, we need the conditions that less than logarithmic space complexity is necessary for the recognition of both L and L. So we get: Theorem 5. If L is a language in one of the classes mentioned in Theorems 1-4, and if L and L are S(n)-recognizable by nondeterministic machines, where S(n)=o(log n), then L is regular.
Theorem 5 is valid for both definitions of nondeterministic space complexity which are usually given:
1. Only one accepting computation for every accepted input has to satisfy the space bound.
2. Every possible computation for every input has to satisfy the space bound.
Under Definition 1 Theorem 1 is not valid for nondeterministic recognizers.
A counterexample is the language {a" b"ln +m}, which is O(log log n)-recognizable (cf. [2] ).
It is an open problem if Theorem 1 is valid for nondeterministic space complexity as defined in 2. For many languages, of which it is known that they do not contain a grid, it is valid, for example, The proof of Lemma 12 depends only on the number of possible storage states and not on the kind of storage, the kind of acess, etc. So the results are also valid for other machines, such as RAM's (1-or 2-way), turingmachines with k-dimensional storage, etc. They are even valid for the most general recognizer-model, which is possible, called "allgemeiner Automat" (general automaton) in [1] .
By [3] , [4] and [7] we know that the proposition "semilinear" cannot be dropped. For example {a"l the least number which does not divide n is a power of 2} is O (log log n)-recognizable.
By [10] we know that there are nonregular context-free languages which are O (log log n)-recognizable for example, {0, 1, 4= }* \ { + bin (1) 4= bin (2) R :t:... 4= bin (n)~R) I n ~ N} where bin(i) is the binary representation of the number i. So our bound is not valid for all nonregular context-free languages.
Our lower bound is sharp for semilinear and bounded languages as it was shown in [ 1 ] and [ 15] , where recognition algorithm s of space complexity O (log n) were given.
It is an open problem if all deterministic context-free languages are O(log n)-recognizable.
